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Abstract
The game industry is a comparatively young but steadily growing branch
within the entertainment sector and the creative industry. The continuing
growth has led to large-scale development projects with big teams in
which highly specialized experts from different disciplines collaborate with
each other. In this paper, we ask how game companies provide structures that
help overcoming potential areas of conflict in teamwork, or, to be more
precise, how they balance the specialization of the disciplines involved and
the teamwork needed to implement a unified product. We found that the
organization of empathy and perspective-taking plays a central role, and that
the development of a common design-vision as well as the special form of
coordinating the communication and empathic cooperation in the game
industry leads to successful teamwork.
Keywords: professionalization, game industry, perspective-taking, empathy,
teamwork, creative organizations.

1. Introduction

Game developing companies are part of a new industry, which in recent years has
strongly been driven on its own professionalization. Various art, IT and design
professions have been developed, including the setting up of specialized academic
education programs and institutions for disciplinary and interdisciplinary knowledge
exchange. Additionally, the organizational settings of game developing companies
have been subjected to substantial changes in order to cope with the complexity of
large-scale (and long-term) development projects, and in particular with the
coordination of interdisciplinary design and development processes.1 These
processes cope with setting up highly specialized creative tasks, e.g. doing artwork,
level design and coding, as well as with the embedding of these creative tasks in an
overarching collaborative workflow in order to guarantee a unified final game design.
As a result, a central problem of organizational professionalization in the game
industry is to create organizational systems that balance creative specialization and
joint teamwork on a daily basis.
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Game sector research has focused on how the more rational focus on productivity
overtakes the initial creative tendencies in game companies2, on the economic
effects of a developer‘s connectedness in the electronic game industry3, on high

employment flexibility of video game development companies4 and the game
industry‘s widespread effects on technology.5 In this paper, we study the role of
perspective-taking in game development. Considering that game development
involves both a variety of differently specialized disciplines and intensive teamwork,
we analyze in particular the mechanisms used by the game industry to balance
between specialization and teamwork throughout game development projects.
We conducted expert interviews6 with 24 German and 1 US-American industry
representatives of all disciplines involved in game development and analyzed them
on the basis of the grounded theory approach.7 We found, that perspective-taking as
the ability of taking over someone‘s point of view and empathy as the crucial social
competence that enhances perspective-taking are the two core categories which
coordinate the design process in game organizations and contribute to successful
products.
Perspective-taking is a term that stems from the role-theory of George Herbert Mead8
and describes the ability to place oneself in another self, to see the world from the
other one‘s point of view. Empathy is ―a way of perceiving and knowing and a way of
being connected to other consciousnesses by which individual human beings gain
access to the inner worlds of other individuals and to the workings of relationships,
and whole ecologies, of which they are but parts‖.9 Empathy is an individual
competency that enhances our ability to take over other perspectives.
Indeed, ergonomic and labor psychological approaches have stressed the
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importance of proactive perspective-taking and empathy in companies.10 However,
the question remains in how far the organization may influence implicit competencies
like empathy. In order to find out more about the reciprocal relationship between
company and employee regarding social skills, we focused on two components: the
structural and the individual competencies.11 Thus we ask:

a) How can individual competencies be supported and increased by structural
competencies?
b) Which structural capabilities regarding empathy can companies address?
Could we find evidence for them within the game industry?

We suggest that there are aspects that play a central role when it comes to the
organization of perspective taking in game companies. In order to create a
multidimensional model of the organization of empathy we will develop and conduct
a list of criteria that will help to better grasp the role of implicit communicational
factors and the way they can be organized.

Therefore, we will first give a short explication of the terms perspective-taking and
empathy, which are crucial to this paper. We will also describe structural capabilities
regarding the cultivation of perspective-taking in companies. In chapter 3 we
demonstrate our methodology and the way we interpret our insights. In the fourth
section we give a summary of our empirical findings on the role of empathy in
companies and how it is organized within the game sector. In the last chapter, we
give a summary and develop concluding thoughts.
2. Structural and Individual Competencies: Perspective-Taking and
Empathy
The ability of taking over another person‘s perspective could be considered as an
implicit but basic factor of success for fruitful and reasonable interactions. According
to Niklas Luhmann the formation of a system takes place if two or more persons
10
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meet each other in the field of mutual perception.12 This system formation is driven
by selectivity, for everything is perceived as a selection out of other possibilities:
Thus the mutual selectivity is constitutive for the formation of systems. In order to
create a reasonable interaction or a common act within this social system, the agents
have to be capable of assuming the position of the other agents. That means that the
agents in each case have to anticipate the anticipation of the other by taking over
each other‘s perspective or role.

For George Herbert Mead it is a consequence of getting engaged in joint activities
and sociocultural practices with others so that we are able to take up perspectives
through which we orient ourselves towards worldly events, objects, and subjects.13
Mead‘s perspectival realism can therefore be discussed as a basis for both selfdevelopment and social engagement. Furthermore, Mead introduced the terms of
―role-taking‖ and ―perspective-taking‖ to the sociopsychological and sociological
debates. Mead points out, that ‚role-taking‘ is the central premise of human action.
He describes how the imitation of social roles leads to the development of an
individual self: Socialization in his eyes takes place via social interactions within
groups and the testing of different roles.14 The development of the self is dependent
on learning to take the role of the other, which is basically a matter of symbolic
communication (e.g. via language and gestures). In turn, role-taking requires that we
imagine how our behavior will be defined from the standpoint of others. For Mead,
role-taking occurs throughout the developmental process by which the self is
constructed and refined.15
We can use the terms ―role‖ and ―perspective‖ interchangeable, as Miller notes: ―In
his later years, Mead often used ‗being in the perspective of the other‗ instead of
‗taking the role of the other.‘‖16 According to Mead, a perspective or ―mind‖ is an
orientation to an environment that is associated with acting within that environment. 17
The human world is a social world, therefore all perspectives and minds arise and
are employed through interpersonal interactivity:
―Mentality on our approach simply comes in when the organism is able to point out
12
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meanings to others and to himself. This is the point at which mind appears, or if you
like, emerges…. It is absurd to look at the mind simply from the standpoint of the
individual human organism; for, although it has its focus there, it is essentially a
social phenomenon; even its biological functions are primarily social.‖18
Important for the understanding of other perspectives is the ―interpretive theorizing‖.
It focuses on our common existence as interpretive beings within intersubjective
contexts as a basis for discussing and understanding diverse perspectives.19
Especially after learning to communicate through linguistic symbols, children are able
to take the perspectives of an increasingly abstract other, the ―generalized other‖:
―The organized community or social group which gives to the individual his unity of
self may be called "the generalized other." The attitude of the generalized other is the
attitude of the whole community. Thus, for example, in the case of such a social
group as a ball team, the team is the generalized other in so far as it enters—as an
organized process or social activity—into the experience of any one of the individual
members of it‖.20
Taking the perspective of the other within the model of ―interpretive theorizing‖
means to engage in interactivity with each other within a certain shared ―horizon‖ 21 of
social practices of acting together. This horizon is embedded in ordinary language,
folk psychology and traditions and is therefore largely invisible to us. The more
learning possibilities a person had in the past, the more developed is his capability of
taking over other person‘s perspectives. If someone has many social contacts,
communicates often with other people and was often confronted with situations in
which perspective-taking is demanded, it is likely that he shows a general higher
level of the ability to take over someone‘s perspective.22 Thus it could be concluded
that perspective-taking is trainable.
Participating in culture, language, and traditions is a condition and at the same time a
limit for understanding: Sometimes, we interact with persons who do not share the
same background of meanings, norms and values. In this case we have to interpret
the situation and life forms of the other persons, we have to try and fuse our horizons
in order to understand another person‘s horizon. This merging of horizons requires
an elaborate form of perspective-taking, which depends on the social competence
empathy.
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Empathy

Empathy is a social skill or social competence, which is necessary to understand the
other person when there is no common horizon. It involves a reflective simulating
how one would feel, act and think in the other person‘s situation and the
consideration of the certain characteristics of another person‘s situation. As a basic
form of social cognition, empathy is the capacity „to share, to experience the feelings
of another person‖.23 Empathy is an ability that allows us to comprehend the situation
and the perspectives of others both imaginatively and affectively.24 As a multilayered
construct, it reaches from basal forms of imitation to highly complex theories of mind,
which one can call elaborate forms of empathy.25 The biologist Frans de Waal
therefore speaks about a Russian-puppet-model.26 In psychology, empathy belongs
to the ‗social competencies‘27 or ‗social skills‘28, respectively. As such empathy can
be trained, because its acquaintance is a central aspect of social skills.29 According
to Körner30, empathy as a social competence is composed by three basic
capabilities: the capability of emotional contagion, the capability to take over another
person’s perspective (and at the same time stepping back from the own point of view
– the ability of self-distance), and the capability to understand the context of social
situations.

In sum, empathy means that one has to reveal the own horizon in order to
understand the other perspective. The critical view on one‘s own vocabulary and
traditions is part of empathic competence and is essential to the development of
proactive perspective-taking. This form of empathy represents a capability, which is
not at all a matter of course when it comes to the collaboration of multidisciplinary
23
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teams of specialists. Moreover, certain structures in organizations reject the
development of empathy. But structural capabilities in companies can also be
designed to create a positive social culture that contributes to the development of
empathic understanding between stakeholders.

Structural and Individual Capabilities

A proactive way of implementing social cultures in companies and other institutions
takes place between the individual and the organization. Thus, the development of
proactive perspective-taking and empathic competencies implies certain conditions
at the individual‘s and on the organization‘s side.
The idea of the distinction between individual and structural capabilities was brought
into a broader discussion by Amartya Sen (1999), who points out that structural
capabilities are attributes of the environment of the individual. The society bears
responsibility for this structural capabilities and their development. These structural
abilities have a great impact on the individual capabilities of citizens, children and
employees: Living within the institutions generates individual capabilities. As we
pointed out above, for Mead there is no personal development outside the social
development, and the development of a social organization always converges with
the self-development of its stakeholders. Therefore, understanding one‘s own role in
the organization implies understanding the other members of the organization – and
vice versa. Central for this reciprocal process is the comprehension of other worlds
through the perspective of the other and to understand it both cognitively and
emotionally.
Within a company, structural competencies manifest themselves for example in
guidelines or formal restrictions, which can be investigated by the researcher. In
order to find out more about the concrete observable cases of perspective-taking
amongst employees and about the underlying structures that help coordinating the
multidisciplinary team processes in game industry, we focused on the following
criteria:

Empathic competencies on an individual level
Various roles, positions and perspectives with complex functions are to be found in
game industry and game development teams. We therefore regard the knowledge
about the different functions and duties of the many existing positions as an indicator
for a basal form of perspective-taking on an individual level. A more elaborate form of
empathy might be observed in the knowledge of the problem fields and difficulties
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that come along with a certain position – even if it is not a position that belongs to the
work field of the interviewee. Finding out if people do demonstrate a profound
understanding for the certain situation and struggles of their colleagues may lead to
interesting insights about the personal empathic capabilities.
Moreover, we were interested in the individual willingness of stepping back from the
own point of view. This could give evidence about the interviewee‘s capability of selfdistance in order to accept and acknowledge the other person‘s perspective.
Organizing perspectives and perspective-taking on the structural level
Ergonomic theories and labor psychology have stressed the importance of proactive
role-taking, communication, responsibility and social competencies like empathy for
the success of companies – and many of them propose management methods and
tools how to improve these forms of empathic cooperation.31 But can those implicit
and informal factors really be achieved by formal plans and guidelines? Apparently,
one has to keep in mind the detachment between the formal and the informal when it
comes to empathic cooperation. Bolte & Porschen (2006) even doubt that the
informal can be organized formally.32 Within our field study we therefore separated
between those two ways of developing empathic cooperation in the daily work life:
perspective-taking that results from formal organization and perspective-taking that
arises from the informal field. Do companies organize perspective-taking and
empathic skills, which help coordinating professionalized perspectives and roles, or
have perspective-taking and empathic skills been developed through collaborative
agreement?
Furthermore, communicational interchange creates a space of understanding that
enables perspective-taking and heightens the chance of an empathic cooperation.
Language and dialogue are therefore important aspects of understanding the other.
Narration not always offers a clear and stringent story of persons and situations. It
also implies that the hearer has to read between the lines and needs to understand
nonverbal behavior. Are there formal guidelines in game companies that could lead
to an improvement on side of both the hearer and the sender?
31
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As per Mead, humans themselves are social. Can companies organize
communicational canals and spaces in which one can express his own opinion,
discuss it with others and therefore develop an advanced ability of perspectivetaking? Or is it the informal communication that leads to an open atmosphere?
Most game development processes are taking place over a long period of time and
involve different stakeholders from distinct disciplines. That means companies have
to make sure that the employees collaborate and share a common understanding of
the product, in order to not work divergently. In addition, the communication between
the different disciplines plays a crucial role and must be organized – especially at the
intersection of creative and technical stakeholders.
A common intersubjective horizon makes it easier to take over different attitudes.
This horizon is constituted by a shared language as well as by shared content and
information. Is it possible to find evidence for structural competencies and formal
guidelines that promote this horizon throughout the course of projects?
The Meadian ideal of achieving the most comprehensive perspective possible33 is a
moving goal that can be supported by the generation of a shared vision that gives
orientation throughout the course of the project. If there is one: of which kind is this
overarching perspective in game industry?
3. Research Design and Methodology

We conducted 25 expert interviews34 with people working for German and USAmerican game companies. All interviewees were professionally involved in game
development projects with different specializations that are mainly: game design,
programming, art, production, and project management. We developed interview
guidelines addressing the interviewee‘s role in the company, the structure of project
teams and project management in game development projects, the formal and
informal modes of collaboration during the game development process and the
interviewee‘s individual experiences, as well as some further issues like creativity
building and the use of prototyping. Each interview lasted approximately between 60
and 90 minutes. We recorded the interviews and transcribed them later on verbatim.
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We used grounded theory as methodological framework for the data analysis
process.35 Grounded theory is an approach developed in social science for
empirically based theory generation and is especially useful for the exploration of
rather fuzzy empirical settings. We draw on an ―axial coding‖ approach, as we use
empathy as core category for our data analysis. We used the software MAXQDA to
support the data analysis process. 36
4. Case Study – Insights
The Games Industry is a rather young sector within the entertainment industry. It has
gone from a relatively childish pastime to a major force on the global market.
Moreover, other industries have profited off the technological advancements of the
video game industry.37 It is therefore important to mention that the games sector
grew organically out of a field, where persons came together developing games "just
for fun". Later on, they were in fact professionalizing their hobby.
One interviewee points out:
"Oftentimes, the culture is formed by the fact, that the people who founded the studio were
enthusiastic game players who love the medium with which they work. That means there are
not many companies lead by a management who does not know about games. This is an
outstanding fact. This forms the way people treat each other. The form of use is pretty easy
within the game sector."

Many companies therefore grew without a theoretical know-how about management
guidelines and theories. They rather learned by trial and error. This marks a
significant difference to other, longer established business sectors.

Within our case study, we investigated two components of empathy and perspectivetaking:


Empathic competencies at an individual level – Can we find an increased
level of empathic competence amongst the employees within game
companies?



Advancing empathic competencies on the structural level – Are there spaces
for open communication offered by the company? Can we find evidence for
the organizing of perspective-taking? How does the communication between
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different disciplines proceed? Is there a development of a shared horizon
throughout the project?

Empathic competencies on an individual level
Regarding the individual empathic competencies, we wanted to examine, in how far
the employees possess a superficial or rather profound knowledge about the
different perspectives within the context of the company. We found, that there exist
two levels of information concerning a) the function and field of activity of other
positions in the company and b) the certain issues and problems related to such
other positions. We also investigated c) self-distance as an important premise of
perspective-taking.

a) Knowledge on function and field of activity of other positions
All interviewees demonstrated that there exists a clear picture of the many different
roles and positions of their co-workers within the company. That shows on the one
hand, that the complex field of activity of the particular position is well defined and
communicated throughout the project, and on the other hand, that the employees
indeed have an overall understanding of what the colleagues are doing.
In addition, the understanding of positions also includes an understanding for
hierarchical relations, which go along with the responsibilities of the given roles. We
found for example, that professional game programmers in some cases see their
own contribution as a service for the artists or game designers. That means the
programmer should not only deliver code lines but also interpret what the artist wants
and translate them to the program code.
A coder describes it as follows:

"He (the coder) should see himself as a service provider at this point. For fun I call my
colleagues my customers. (...) because like I said, there is a certain gap between the artist‘s
vision and the way it can be implemented. Well, it is never described a hundred percent. It is
more, somebody tells you something, like I want it to look like this, but how it should look like
in detail is not transported. So it is the ability of the coder to interpret how he works with it and
how it looks good finally."

The coder knows his role and the role of the others, and at the same time he knows
about the relation between the roles in the project. He is thus informed about the
implicit hierarchy of relations in addition to the explicit definition of the different
professions. He is furthermore informed about his own responsibility within this
interaction.
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b) Knowledge on issues and problems that come along with a certain position
The perspective-taking, which goes beyond the knowledge about the mere functions
of the other professions as described above, requires also a deeper understanding of
the problem fields and issues inherent to these functions. We found evidence, that
there is an above-average comprehension regarding this kind of deeper
understanding. Almost every interviewee was able to describe what specific
problems are involved in the work of the other positions.
One natural way of achieving this common understanding of other perspectives is,
for example, to expect that the team members also worked in the fields of their
colleagues for a while:
"And a programmer, who for example says ‗I make a graphic engine‘ and who then tells the
graphic artist: ‗make a tree‘, I think in the best case and as a start the programmer makes the
tree himself. The tree of the programmer is probably just a tube with some other tubes looking
out of it with a bit of green. It will look pretty stupid. But the programmer has got the tree and
can implement it into the game and can take a look how it works. Later on, he will talk to the
graphic artist in a really different way. He now can work interdisciplinary. Because he is not
saying: I think until here and not further."

In particular, the game designer needs to be able to take over multiple perspectives.
He should be able to do the "reality check", as one interviewee points out. That
means he has to place himself in the perspective of a) the user or the customer in
order to find out if his idea is viable, and b) the other colleagues in his team, because
he needs to know if the idea can be processed and implemented by his colleagues.
Game companies explicitly request people with such skills:
"Well, we do not request from our designers that they should be trained coders, but most of
them do have a certain coding background, they studied it or they are familiar with data
structures and algorithms, so that they can talk to the coders. The maybe cannot program it,
but they can think of things, from which they know that one can put it into algorithms."

To really put oneself in other‘s shoes is a way to enhance the individual‘s empathic
competence. That empowers team members to see whether a problem is solvable by
their colleagues and thus whether their idea will work later on. Trusting and knowing
each other make it easier to simulate the other‘s mind. This may be the reason, why
interviewees pointed out, that it is important to leave an efficient team together as
long as possible without adding new colleagues.
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c) Self-Distance
The empathic capability of taking over other perspectives also demands selfdistance, as described in chapter 2. This means that team members are not only
aware of the perspectives of other colleagues but are also willing to question their
own output and role within the team perceived by others. For instance, we found that
internal feedback meetings as well as so called "focus-tests" with external users are
common techniques in the game industry to evaluate ideas and outputs. Much more
emphasis is placed on the obtaining of other opinions than for example in the
classical IT industry. This can also be shown with an interesting model of dualistic
responsibilities: We found repeatedly that the responsibility of ideating concepts is
shared by a large group of people and without restriction to a certain discipline, while
the responsibility of specifying and communicating concepts is bound to a certain
discipline. For instance, although the artists create all artwork, the whole team
contributes to it in form of ideas, feedbacks or design outlines. The responsibility of
communicating and specifying the art design within the development process lies
however very specifically in the hands of the artists. In this way, the position has an
explicit responsibility of perspective-taking in order to embracing the ideas of others
with the means of one‘s own craft.

Advancing empathic competencies on the structural level

We analyzed also, in what way the organizational structures in game developing
companies are designed to enhance the perspective-taking between the members of
the development team. In order to do so, we looked both at formal and informal
structures.

a) Formal structures that enhance perspective-taking
We realized that already the choice of basic project management techniques could
influence the organizational capability to enhance perspective-taking. We found that
it is in particular important for the organization to enable reciprocal communication
and to allow mutual understanding on what is being developed as well as a system of
feedbacks to develop the quality of ideas. The central difficulty seems to be to
balance the various creative potential of the team members and the unity of the
general direction. Classic top down approaches do not seem to match as one
interviewee points out:
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"We also made games which were really top-down, where everything came from the creative
director. Well, nearly everything that was done was in a way told by him. He dictated every
bagatelle. The problem is: it does not scale. (...) With our recent project we had 60 people,
and every human being is creative, and every human being has an opinion. And many
opinions are great, even if not every answer is the right answer. (...) But our aim was that
every opinion is heard, that many ideas come onto the table. And then, we chose the best of
them."

This quotation shows that game companies make serious efforts to organize
perspective-taking in order to exploit the creative potential of the development team.
One way to do so is what we regard as the ―interchange of perspectives‖;
Instructions and executions are embedded not only in a top-down schema, but
perspectives could also be transmitted from the bottom to the top. To facilitate such
processes, organizational structures are often designed to allow frequent
communication and a partial autonomy. For instance, we found a strong popularity of
the agile software development methodology SCRUM, which demonstratively
focuses on daily meetings that allow free communication and create mutual
understanding between the different team members. As one interviewee points out,
those meetings offer the possibility to:
"communicate what you are doing, not only to solve problems but just to know, what the other
person is doing and to say, ‗Wait a minute I want to know what you are doing‘ or ‗I do not
think it will work out‘ or ‗I have some feedback for you‘."
Also, there are various initiatives to establish an open culture to enhance the level of

interactions between colleagues. According to the interviewees, there are many
initiatives like watching movies together, carrying out "dream weeks" or brainstorming
workshops. Low hierarchies abet the possibility of developing shared ideas. An
executive producer told us, that it is completely normal that every employee, even
trainees, is asked to send him his or her ideas. This interchange of ideas is
independent from hierarchies and brings forward the perspective-taking amongst the
stakeholders. Game developing companies have also set up various tools supporting
communication, for example Wikis, file repositories, chat- and bugtracker-tools.
However, the majority of the interviewees indicated that the direct and verbal
communication (face-to-face) is more important. The management obviously tries to
achieve this verbal communication by designing open offices and by creating an
"open-door"-culture, in which it is "easy to move over and just have a chat, because it
is a rather open environment."

b) Informal Structures of Perspective-Taking
Informal cooperation implies the characteristic that it results from problems and
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requirements, which are highly situational and context-bound. Thus, the informal
cannot be anticipated or controlled by organizational treatments. It nonetheless
displays a close connection to formal action and measures.
Mainly informal communication channels play a central role: The majority of the
interviewees explained that there is an open communicative environment in game
companies. Team members often sit together in one office and activities like
watching movies or playing games together are also leading to an increased private
interchange. The more people spend their free time together, the more they trust
each other and speak on a rather private level, which in turn may activate their
willingness of taking over the other‘s perspective:
―There is a tight exchange. (...) The advantage is that first people perceive themselves as a
team, which means that they are campaigning for each other but also pushing each other."

Many of the interviewees accentuated, that people in general enquire and ask very
much in game companies, which speaks for the fact that there exists a high degree
of informal interchange as well as a genuine interest for the perspectives of the
others.
An interviewee explained that the communication in game companies bases more on
"direct argumentation, without too much etiquette." The absence of communicative
barriers like business etiquettes may support perspective-taking through open
narrative structures. This kind of casual conversation has once been developed
organically and unknown - whilst it meanwhile is essential to successful project work.
The overall game sector seems to be constituted in a highly informal manner. A
game designer reported that the exchange with games designers of other studios is
intense. While in other businesses internal matters of the own project work are kept
secret, the interchange with other companies seems to be more accepted in the
game industry:
"As game designer you are an expert, you go to conferences, fairs, and you read on websites
to upgrade the knowledge. You actively exchange with other game designers from other
companies. Thereby you expand your horizon (...)."

c) Unfolding the Design Vision
Perspective-taking in game development is not only important for the quality of ideas,
but also for the essential unity of the different activities. We noticed that forming a
mutual understanding about design and look of the game is decisive for the
coordination of the different tasks performed throughout the process. We presuppose
that the creation of this mutual understanding involves various processes of
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perspective-taking. Thus we ask how those processes are coordinated throughout
game development projects. We could observe that the design vision unfolds through
a combination of top-down and bottom-up processes. Each project starts with the
statement of a core design vision, generally in form of written outlines, mood boards
and prototypes. Later on, it is particularly the role of the game designer to specify
and communicate the design vision to all team members, whom then are given the
responsibility to translate the vision within the frames of their respective area of
responsibility. However, the design vision itself unfolds not necessarily in a clear topdown manner: On the one hand, at the beginning of the project even the core of the
design vision can be questioned and reworked basing on feedback from the
development team, and on the other hand during course of the project the unfolding
of the design vision is result of intense collaboration and less of the game design
lead telling the others what to do. In addition to the design vision unfolding by active
perspective-taking throughout the development process, we found that the
development team shares a mutual understanding about the genre of the game they
develop and thus those games they compete with. An aspect often mentioned is
playing those games together and sharing thoughts about them. This helps to find a
"common language across the disciplines", as one interviewee stated.
Altogether, we found that efforts done in perspective-taking in the game industry are
driven by intrinsic motivation: We realized that it is a kind of ―natural trait‖ of the game
industry to have a very high identification with the products being developed. One
interviewee pointed out:

"For many of them it is a total identification to work on such a game. This is heartblood
(german expression for ‗passion‘). The branch of their dreams. That is why people give their
heartblood and discuss whether the game should be like this or not. And this is of interest for
the game designer, because the game gets even better through this. Good game design
generates mostly in teams."

5. Conclusion
We can draw the conclusion that perspective-taking is not only occurring in game
development on manifold levels, but is also a central precondition for the quality of
the final outcome. On an individual level, we found a high degree of understanding
for the colleague‘s roles and perspectives within game companies. On an
organizational level, we found various formal and informal structures coordinating
perspective-taking throughout the development process. Examples showed that
team members adjust their behaviour and decisions to the reactions and beliefs of
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their colleagues. Obstacles for perspective-taking, like imbalances in power,
asymmetric social relationships or diverse bodies of knowledge, were something to
be avoided. Interviewees accentuated the low structures of hierarchy and democratic
approaches regarding participation. Informal ways of collaboration enhance empathic
forms of teamwork, oftentimes fostered by the formal organization represented for
instance in low hierarchies or SCRUM meetings. One central depiction of
perspective-taking in game development can be found in the unfolding of a mutual
design vision, which is integrating and harmonizing the various perspectives of the
different team members. The integration of these perspectives can therefore be seen
not only as an individual but also as an organizational capability. In particular the
game designers have the role of coordinating the process of design vision sharing. It
is not only their task to develop and promote their own design ideas, but also to bring
various ideas and feedbacks from the development team together and synthesize
them to clear design statements. That means that they have to learn to relate their
own ideas and convictions to those of others: On the one hand, they try convincing
their colleagues regarding their own perspectives and points of view; on the other
hand, they likewise draw on their colleagues‘ perspectives.

However, perspective-taking in companies might be accompanied by some risks and
critical factors. As Becke (2008) points out, the reciprocity of the involved
stakeholders holds a high risk of failure, for example if one stakeholder utilizes the
social interaction only for his own advantage or is not willing to engage with the
reciprocal perspective-taking with others.38 On an individual level a risk can also be
seen in the difficulties that come into play when the company expects high-grade
forms of emotional labour. Perspective-taking and empathy are linked to the role that
the employee holds in his job. If he performs perspective-taking, it may be a
performance driven by his company‘s expectations: The company expects that the
employee treats his colleagues like friends and family members in an empathic
manner. In this way, a relationship that is based on working conditions is
misrepresented as a private relationship; The company‘s business becomes private
business. The discrepancy between the company-led presentation of empathy and
the employee‘s emotions could mark a form of alienation, which comes into being
through a constraint to inauthentic presentation.

38

Compare Guido Becke: Soziale Erwartungsstrukturen in Unternehmen: zur psychosozialen Dynamik
von Gegenseitigkeit im Organisationswandel, 2008, p. 96
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